THALES HONG KONG

ABOUT US

Together, we deliver critically important communication, security and payment systems to businesses worldwide. To give you an idea of the scope of work we do, our technology is present on smartphones, trains and in aeroplanes. Everywhere it matters, we deliver, wherever we are in the world.

Thales is a global company with over 61,000 employees connected across 56 countries around the world. Together we deliver solutions for the toughest challenges our customers face across the fields of Aerospace, Space, Transportation, Defence and Security.

Present in Hong Kong for over 15 years, Thales employs over 300 people today and provides state-of-the-art solutions for Hong Kong’s infrastructures such as ground transportation, civil aviation, security and communications.

Over 70% of our team are highly specialized engineers, which just goes to show you the kind of high level of expertise we deliver in the region. If you’re interested in a career which will enable you to work on developing cutting edge solutions for our customers in Hong Kong, as well as throughout China, then come and talk to us, you’ll see we offer a range of exciting opportunities.

70% OF OUR TEAM ARE HIGHLY SPECIALIZED ENGINEERS

THALES TRANSPORT AND SECURITY (HONG KONG) LTD

Getting commuters to their destination safely and on time – every time – is our responsibility. In Hong Kong alone, our technology operates MTR’s Automatic Fare Collection systems. In addition, our proven solution, Seltrac, is a communications-based train control (CBTC) signalling system that supports everything from speed and signal supervision, through to fully automated operation without a driver. Thales CBTC systems are in operation on the Disney Resort, West Rail Line and Ma On Shan lines. Our industry-leading portfolio of products and solutions is backed by a full range of design, installation and support services.

GROUND TRANSPORTATION

Thales’ innovative solutions promote the seamless movement of passengers and goods with faster, safer, smoother journeys at lower costs. These solutions deliver proven business benefits, including significant energy savings and capacity enhancements. Thales specialises in ground transportation systems from consulting to complete system integration and lifecycle support aftercare. The scope of delivery covers 3 main ground transportation markets: Rail Signalling Systems, Integrated Communications and Supervision Systems and Revenue Collection Systems.

Covering 75 km of the city, Dubai’s driverless metro system is the longest in the world and equipped with a complete solution supplied by Thales.

Our expertise is unsurpassed in the designing and supplying of critical information systems for promoting the safety and security of people, places and sensitive information. In Hong Kong, Thales provides critical systems for promoting and sustaining the security of important information for 17 countries in the region. This includes hardware and software products, secure data in storage, secure data transmission, secure cloud computing and identity authentication and certification.

CONSULTANCY SERVICES, AND SECURITY & POLICY CONSULTATION

We developed TEOPAD, the only mobile security solution that preserves the capacity of smartphones and tablets to host applications, allowing employees and companies to separate professional and personal environments.

Together, we work closely with our customers to define the future needs of citizen security and the protection of critical national infrastructure. We design, develop and deploy secure communication systems, encryption technology, cyber and Information Assurance. For example, our proven expertise in secure network communications safeguards as many as 3.7 billion financial transactions every year. That’s over HK$1 Trillion.

Security for small phones and tablets – ensuring protection against phone tapping, threats, frauds, leakage and theft of information.

Security and Payments